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Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek. 
 
Alright.  My topic this week is to kick start that Venus entering Cancer time period and to talk a 
little bit about what it is reflecting back to lightworkers.  
 
This one in particular on the heels of our Sacred Full Moon or Wesak is very much a time to 
reorganize the soul or to look at the amount of beauty and love that you have coming into your 
daily life or into your service work and just reorganize, almost a realignment of the soul so that 
you’ve got everything really coming with love into your home base, whatever your home base 
happens to be.  
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So it’s a time for more love, more harmony, in the physical body; certainly the emotional body has 
to be in excellent shape and your feeling ‘at home’ on this planet needs to be somehow cleared of 
clutter or reorganized so that it flows better.  
 
So contemplate that or really work on how else can you open the flow in life and reorganize so that 
you’re more aligned with your soul’s design. 
 
Alright Dear Ones. As always, thank you and my love to you. 
 
 
 
Djwhal Khul 
 
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon 
www.TerriNewlon.com  
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